Energy in the UK
Chloe Howgate, Matthew Jamson, Lucy Simpson, Issy
Smith, Josie Ratcliff, Loic Bajomée, Mr Lewis, Miss
Arnáez and Mrs Godwin

Olá!

Hello!

Hallo!

We are here from Churston
Ferrers Grammar School, in
Devon.
Today we are going to teach you
a little bit about energy in the UK.
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Hvordan og hvorfor har
Storbritannias
energimix endret seg?

1. How and why has the UK
energy mix changed since
1950?

Wie und warum hat sich
der britische Energiemix
verändert?

Chloe and Lucy
Como e por que
o mix energético
do Reino Unido
mudou?

2017 UK Energy Mix
●

Oil and gas are
the UK’s main
energy
sources.

●

Renewables
only take up
3% of the mix.

●

Bioenergy
takes up 8.1%

UK Energiemix
British energy
mix
Mistura de
energia do Reino
Unido
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Energy Mix Over Time

●

Fossil fuels used
to provide 95%
of UK energy in
1965.

●

In 2017 fossils
fuels provide
80% of our
energy.
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combustíveis fósseis
fossile brensler
fossile Brennstoffe

Why has the energy mix
changed? - Fossil Fuels
⊷ Coal was the main energy source
for many years.
⊷ Thatcher Policies meant that many
mines were shut down. Coal
mining decreased by 97%.
⊷ Oil and gas replaced coal. They are
cheaper and more profitable.
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fornybar
verlängerbar
renovável

Why has the energy mix
changed? - Renewables
⊷ Invention of renewable
sources of energy
⊷ Greater insight into how the
world is being affected by
non-renewable sources
⊷ However renewable sources
aren’t as efficient
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Energy Security
⊷ We are quite reliant on imported
fossil fuels
⊷ Areas we get these fuels from
could increase the price or withhold
fuels from us
⊷ So, we’re encouraging imports from
more diverse fuel sources
⊷ We are using more energy from
renewables and nuclear energy
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2. What initiatives have
been introduced to
support the development
of renewable sources of
energy?
Issy and Josie

energias
renováveis

“
fornybar
energi
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Renewables produce more
than 20% of the UK's
electricity, and EU targets
means that this is likely to
increase to 30% by 2020.

erneuerbare
Energien

Renewable energies: ● Wind power - Força do vento - Windkraft Vindkraft

- The UK is well placed to take advantage of wind power.
- Both onshore and offshore wind farms are an important
part of where the UK sources its energy.
- The UK has invested significantly in offshore wind and has
installed as much capacity as the rest of the world
combined.

● Marine and wave -Marinha e onda - Marine und
Welle - Marine og bølge
- The marine and wave industries in the UK are at an early
stage, but are growing due to several innovative designs.
- Marine technologies are expected to make a significant
contribution to renewable power generation after 2020.
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Transition Towns - Cidades de transição - Übergangsstädte - Overgangssteder
Transition towns are small towns that
become independent and decide to
create a more environmental and
sustainable place which they live in.
For example, Totnes (also in Devon, on
the mouth of the River Dart):
●
●
●
●
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They have their own pound coins
They only allow local businesses
They buy and sell local and healthy food
which involves using less packaging
People in the town have created a
campaign about using no packaging

Totnes has something called a
circular economy,
Totnes has its own pound which is
different from the British pound. It
can only be used to buy things in
Totnes. It cannot be used anywhere
else. This means all of its money
stays in Totnes, this is what we call
a circular economy
A circular economy means keeping
one’s own resources in ones town
for as long as possible.
One example is the totnes pound, it
can’t be spent anywhere else and
so it keeps totnes thriving on their
own resources.
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Economia circular ~ Sirkulær
These are pictures of Totnes in Devon, England
økonomi ~
and the Totnes pounds!
Kreislaufwirtschaft

Desenvolvimentos recentes
Kürzliche Entwicklungen
Nylige utviklinger

3. Have there been any
recent UK developments
concerning energy
production &
consumption?
Matthew and Loic

● As we are growing, more jobs are
available to the everyday public.
● These jobs are exotic and have
hours that suit the people.
● Many people don’t want to be an
energy worker.
● We need more power than ever,
with electric cars E.T.C, so we need
energy workers more than ever.

Have there been any recent
UK developments
Desenvolvimentos recentes
concerning energy
production & consumption? Kürzliche Entwicklungen
Nylige utviklinger
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Produção de
combustível
primário

Primary fuel production

Primäre
Brennstoffprodu
ktion
Primær
drivstoffproduks
jon
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⊷

Ecologically sourced options of primary
electricity and Bio energy are becoming
more prominent! This is a positive
development.

⊷ Our production
of primary fuels
has rapidly
decreased
between 1990
and 2014,
before returning
to a more even
level in 2015 and
2016

Investment

Investimento
Investition
Investering
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⊷ Since 2004 there has been increased
investment in the energy industries, more
specifically in the electricity sector such as
solar panels.
⊷ Over the past two years investment has
fallen, driven by reduced spending.
⊷ In 2016 the gas and oil industry fell 13% on
the previous year to £18.6 billion
(199,206,197,642.67kr, €20,563,230,000),
of which 34% was in oil and gas extraction,
5

Carga recorde
Leistungsaufnahme
strømopptak
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Our recent peak power record!
⊷ On the 7th of June 2017,
Britain reached its renewably
generated peak power record!
⊷ Peak power is the largest level
power that the power supply
can maintain for a short period
of time and is sometimes
called the peak surge power.
⊷ This certainly shows we are
heading in the right direction
with our energy consumption.

Reduzindo nossa pegada
de carbono
Reduserer vårt
karbonavtrykk
Reduzierung unseres
CO2-Fußabdrucks

4. How can we reduce our
ecological / carbon
footprint whilst we are on
our ERASMUS journey?
Individuals - group school.
Matthew and Loic , Issy and
Josie, Chloe and Lucy

Individuals

Chloe and Lucy

⊷
⊷

⊷
⊷

⊷
⊷
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Buying online involves less energy and
fewer carbon dioxide emissions.
Try and buy local foods and eat a more
diverse diet with less meat and dairy to
reduce your Carbon Emissions
Have shorter showers to save water
Recycle as much as possible, even
when travelling, and buy products with
recycle-able/minimal packaging.
Reduce the amount of paper you
waste.
Use reusable lunch containers

Group

Josie and Issy
As a group on this trip we are trying to
be as ecological as possible to try and
reduce our carbon footprint as we visit
Germany. This is what we will try and
do:
⊷
⊷

⊷
⊷

Leave lights off when we leave our
hotel
Try not to buy single use plastic water
bottles throughout the trip (bring our
own)
Travel by foot as much as possible to
lower our fuel intakes
Keep plastic containers to a minimum
This is how we will stay ecological and
sustainable throughout our trip.
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School
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Matthew and Loic

⊷ Reduce food waste by
reducing portion size
⊷ Reuse paper
⊷ Reduce paper waste by using
technology
⊷ Encourage people to walk to
school
⊷ Arrange Buses to reduce fuel
uses
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Sources:
https://www.energy-uk.org.uk/energy-industry/renewabl
e-generation.html
http://www.coolgeography.co.uk/gcsen/CRM_Overview_
Changing_Energy_Mix.php
https://energy-uk.org.uk/energy-industry/electricity-gene
ration.html
https://www.planete-energies.com/en/medias/saga-ener
gies/history-energy-united-kingdom
http://www.ecomindtravel.com/totnes-sustainability-alter
native-life-england/
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